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What is Neuromodulation Dose?
Only those aspects of the neuromodulation device that guide 
the delivery of energy (electricity) into the body.

1) The position of the electrodes. The electrodes are 
the only part of the device when electricity can 
enter/exit from the device.

Example: 1 cm2 electrode placed epidurally over T1

2)   The intensity and timing of pulses 
applied by the device through the electrode 
to the body.
Example: 1 mA amplitude, pulses at 100 Hz



What is Neuromodulation Dose?
Only those aspects of the neuromodulation device that guide 
the delivery of energy (electricity) into the body.

1) The position of the electrodes determines 
what parts (neurons) are stimulated.

2)   The intensity and timing of pulses 
applied by the device determines how
neurons respond.
Neurons are exposed to the same waveform     
(eg. 100 Hz) as generated by the device.          
And respond more to higher intensity.



What is Neuromodulation Dose?

• Two devices that apply the same dose are identical in the 
effects they produce on the body 

• Conversely, regarding effects on the body a “new” 
neuromodulation deice should change on at least on aspect 
of dose.

• Device features of than those governing dose 
matter (e.g., battery life, MRI conditional…) but 
for different reasons

• Each device can provide many different 
doses. And each device need to 
adjusted to a person / over time. Dose 
instructions are required guidance on 
how to adjust dose.



Neuromodulation 
device Patient

Neuromodulation 
dose

Dose instructions indicate how to adjust 
dose for each indication /  patient

Outcomes



Gate control theory of pain (Melzack and Wall 1965)

Descartes, 1664
A direct line from pain 
receptor to brain.
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Two types of sensory: non-noxious (large fibers) or noxious (small fibers) input. Both are 
excitatory signal into the spinal cord. Inside the spinal cord, the non-noxious input activate 
secondly inhibitory signal that blocks transmission of noxious signals to the brain. 

Gate control theory of pain (Melzack and Wall 1965)
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Recommendation for pain control: Apply electrical stimulation to activate non-noxious fibers in 
dermatome associated with pain.  

Dose instructions: Place electrodes 
on axon pathways associated with 
painful region. Apply sufficient 
electrical stimulation to activate non-
noxious fibers (producing 
paresthesia).

Gate control theory of pain (Melzack and Wall 1965)
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Gate control theory of pain (Melzack and Wall 1965)

Dose instructions: Place electrodes on axon pathways associated with 
painful region. Apply sufficient electrical stimulation to activate non-
noxious fibers (producing paresthesia). Block noxious fibers.

1

1:  Electrode on the skin. Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve 
Stimulation (TENS)

22:  Electrode near nerves. Percutaneous Nerve Stimulation 
(PNS). Wall and Sweet 1967

3:  Electrode near dorsal columns. Spinal Cord Stimulation 
(SCS). Shealy, Mortimer, Reswick 1967

3

4
4:  Electrode near dorsal root ganglion. (DRGs). X



Neuromodulation 
device Patient

Neuromodulation 
dose

Dose instructions indicate how to adjust dose 
for each indication /  patient

Outcomes

Theory (how neuromodulation works for pain) inspires 
the device and dose instructions

The treatment is a success. What was tested:       
The Theory or  Device+Dose Instructions?



One theory can 
inspire distinct
devices / dose 
instructions

New theory can 
inspire new 
devices / dose 
instructions

Scrambling Theory 
Electricity stimulation adds 

noise, so the brain dose 
not perceive pain.                  

( Paresthesia optional )

Different theories 
can inspire the 
same devices / 
dose instructions

Gate Control Theory     
( Paresthesia expected ) OutcomesDevice + Dose Instructions 1

OutcomesDevice + Dose Instructions 2

OutcomesDevice + Dose Instructions 3

OutcomesDevice + Dose Instructions 5

OutcomesDevice + Dose Instructions 6

Blocking Theory      
Enough electricity to 

suppress transmission.                            
( No paresthesia.)

OutcomesDevice + Dose Instructions 4

From mechanisms theory to device design



Neuromodulation 
device Patient

Neuromodulation 
dose

Dose instructions indicate how to adjust dose 
for each indication /  patient

Outcomes

Theory (how neuromodulation works for pain) inspires 
the device and dose instructions

The treatment is a success. What was tested:        
The Theory  or  Device+Dose Instructions?



Is paresthesia required in paresthesia-based neuromodulation for pain?

Dose instructions based on Gate Theory (Version 1): Place electrodes on axon 
pathways associated with painful region. Apply sufficient electrical stimulation to 
activate non-noxious fibers (producing paresthesia).

Dose instructions based on Gate Theory (Version 2 generic): Place electrodes on 
axon pathways associated with painful region. Apply sufficient electrical stimulation 
to activate non-noxious fibers. Paresthesia can result depending on the waveform.

Apply high intensity and than 
adjunct electrode until 
paresthesia produced. 

Now that electrode position adjusted 
correctly, decrease intensity just 

below paresthesia.

Dose instructions based on Gate Theory (Version 2 specific):.

Clinical success (still) does not establish mechanism is true. It does show that 
using paresthesia a biomarker in dose instructions is useful. 



When neuromodulation therapy dose is adjusted based based on an 
objective or subject measure from the patient, that measure is a biomarker.

• A biomarker is not necessarily a mechanism, and clinical success 
does not establish (or even suggest) it is.

Neuromodulation biomarker: Any measurement used in neuromodulation 
dose instructions.

Individual’s 
Body (Brain)
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(brain)
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Device

Therapy 
Dose

Dose instructions indicate if and how 
to update dose based on Biomarker.

Improved 
clinical 

outcomes

Measure 
Biomarker.

• Closed loop: When dose instructions (using a biomarker) are by a computer



Two general classes of neuromodulation biomarkers. They are 
precisely distinguished by how they are used.  

1) Responsive Biomarker: Changes with effective therapy dose, in a manner 
anticipating clinical changes. Necessary for clinical changes. May or may not be 
mechanism.
e.g. A brain imaging marker of pain.  Paresthesia if assumed necessary.

2) Predictive Biomarker:  Objective of subject measure used to adjust therapy 
dose irrespective of if (how) they change with dose. Not a mechanism.
e.g. Image guided placement. Patient stratification.

In neuromodulation, it is common to have a Predictive Biomarker that is itself 
evoked by a test stimulation.  
e.g., Paresthesia base adjustment with test dose when therapy dose is sub-
paresthesia.
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Pain relief derive from 
synaptic networks in grey 
matter (e.g., Gate Control 
theory of pain control)
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Spinal Cord Stimulation

So long as dose instructions use 
eCAPS as essential during 
effective therapy dose, eCAPS 
are Responsive Biomarkers.  

eCAP
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Pain relief derive from 
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matter (e.g., Gate Control 
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Yes. Provided some modifications 
(e.g., record for longer).

Can we record epidural evoked potentials 
that reflect gray matter activity?

eSAPeCAP



Gate control theory of pain (Melzack and Wall in 1965)
Non-noxious (large fibers) and noxious (small fibers) input; both are excitatory into the spinal 
cord. Inside the spinal cord, the non-noxious input activates secondary inhibitory synaptic 
signal that blocks transmission of noxious signals to the brain. 

The gate is a inhibitory synaptic signal in the 
spinal cord, measured as a slow potential. 
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Neuromodulation 
device Patient

Neuromodulation 
dose

Dose instructions indicate how to adjust dose for each 
indication /  patient. Essential. Biomarker based.

Outcomes

Theory of how neuromodulation / pain inspires device and dose instructions.

Clinical success confirms but does not prove mechanism 
theory. Clinical limitations inspires changes.

Diverse sources: Clinical observation, basic science, philosophy…
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